
   PUBLIC OPEN EVENINGS AT THE INSTITUTE OF 
ASTRONOMY 

WEDNESDAY 27TH OCTOBER 2010 
 

Welcome to our weekly public open evenings. Tonight there will be a 30 minute talk starting promptly at 
7.15pm, followed by an opportunity to observe with both modern and historical telescopes if (and only 
if…) the weather is clear. If you have brought your own torch, please wrap up the end in something see-
through and RED (such as some red tissue paper or cellophane) so you don't lose your (or anyone else’s) 
night vision. The talk schedule for the coming term can be found at the outreach website at :   
www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/public_observing/1011/ 
 

If you have any questions, suggestions or comments about the IoA Open Evenings  
please get in touch with CAROLIN CRAWFORD csc@ast.cam.ac.uk 

 

This week’s talk : Amy Bonsor with : We’re going on a planet hunt, we’re going to find a big one… 
Next week’s talk : John Richer will be Making images from radio waves 

GALAXY IS MOST DISTANT OBJECT YET 
I imagine you will struggle to see it in the image to the right – particularly 
after it’s gone through the photocopier – but the faint speck inside the 
ring is the most distant object yet discovered. Announced only this week, 
this galaxy is so far away that its light has taken more than 13 billion years 
to arrive at Earth; for aficionados of stats, this galaxy has the highest 
redshift, of  8.55. We’re seeing the galaxy as it was just 600 million years 
after the Big Bang. Such a young galaxy is probably much smaller than 
our own Milky Way galaxy, and with only a tenth to a hundredth of the 
stars, it’s consequently much fainter. We can’t yet look far back enough in 
the Universe to see how galaxies form, but observing very young – and presumably much simpler – 
versions is the next best thing. We can observe the very first generations of stars in such a galaxy, formed 
from cold clouds of neutral gas. Burning fast and furiously, these stars are expected to have produced the 
very first heavy elements, as well as generating enough energy to heat the ‘intergalactic medium’ of gas 
around them. This galaxy is only the first of several which are expected to be confirmed to lie at similar 
distances. However, a more detailed study of the galaxy properties will probably have to wait till the next 
generation of powerful, large telescopes, such as the James Webb Space Telescope.  
WATER ON THE MOON  

You may remember that about a year ago, NASA 
(deliberately…) crashed a rocket onto a permanently-
shadowed part of the Moon’s surface – causing 
around 4000 to 6000kg of lunar surface material to 
be ejected from the new crater formed (which itself 
was about 25-30m wide). The debris formed a cloud 
about 1.5km high, which was studied from the 
vantage point of a second, following spacecraft. This 
week the team of scientists running the experiment 
have confirmed that the ejecta contained a higher 
than expected fraction of water – both in the form of 
ice and vapour. They also detected hydroxyl 

molecules – formed when water is broken up by sunlight – as well as many other interesting and 
unexpected species : carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, methane, formaldehyde, 
ammonia, silver and mercury… What is interesting is that the amounts of these relative to the total water 
mass; the concentrations of ammonia and methane are similar to that observed in comets, suggesting 
that these could be the source of the initial water and ice when they impacted on the lunar surface eons 
ago. But the origin and amount of some of the other compounds is curious – suggesting that some 



chemical reactions have occurred on the lunar surface, and it’s not clear how they can have happened in 
a very cold region without any sunlight.  
OBSERVE ANOTHER GALAXY 
As the Moon won’t be up till later, why not try and look for our nearest 
neighbour, the Andromeda galaxy. Unless you have a very dark sky – and 
very good eyes! – you’ll need a pair of simple binoculars for this.  A 
sister spiral galaxy to our own, Andromeda is ‘only’ just over 2.5 
million light-years distant, and is one of the 25 galaxies or so 
that make up our ‘Local Group’, all held together by their 
mutual gravity. It will appear just as a fuzzy blob (albeit 
one which contains several hundred thousand million 
stars...) and appears elliptical in shape as the spiral disc is 
inclined away from us. To see it, first you have to find the 
large square of Pegasus high in the South (not too difficult, as 
there isn’t much else there to confuse it with...). Follow the 
chain of stars known as Andromeda that lead to the East  
from its top left hand corner, to the second star; then search for a  
very faint blob just above two fainter stars that lead away from here.  
 

SEE THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION 
The orbit of the ISS is going to be passing overhead for the next week or two. This table gives some good 
times and directions for observing it over the next few days – look for a very bright ‘star’ moving slowly 
and steadily across the sky; it will rise from the south-west, usually crossing the sky in about 4 minutes,  
fading rapidly in brightness after it passes the zenith and into the shadow of the Earth. The timings given 
assume you’re observing it from Cambridge city – if you’re elsewhere, put in your own location at the 
website www.heavens-above.com to find out the exact times and altitudes from your viewing location. 
When you see the ISS, remember it’s over 200 miles above you, flying round the world every 90 minutes. 
When first visible it’s over the Atlantic Ocean west of Ireland; when you last see it it’s passing over the 
Alps.  
 

Date 
Starts Max. altitude Ends 

Time altitude direction Time altitude Direction Time altitude direction 

31 Oct 18:24:17 10 SW 18:26:59 44 S 18:26:59 44 S 

1 Nov 18:50:37 10 WSW 18:52:29 35 WSW 18:52:29 35 WSW 

2 Nov 17:41:55 10 WSW 17:44:46 48 SSE 17:46:18 23 E 

3 Nov 18:08:10 10 WSW 18:11:07 74 S 18:11:39 53 ESE 

4 Nov 16:59:22 10 WSW 17:02:14 51 SSE 17:05:07 10 E 

4 Nov 18:34:32 10 W 18:36:57 55 W 18:36:57 55 W 

5 Nov 17:25:35 10 WSW 17:28:31 76 S 17:30:38 17 E 

 

AND DON’T FORGET... 
Jupiter, which appears  as the incredibly bright ‘star’ that you can see in the early evening, low down in 
the sky to  the South-East. Through any simple binoculars or small telescope you should be able to see 
the planet and its four largest moons - I show the configuration of the moons for tonight, but remember 
the image may be reversed from this when viewed through a telescope… 
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